ILLINOIS MUSKIE TOURNAMENT TRAIL
FISH ON!!
__________________________________________________________June 21, 2017__________
It’s hard to believe, but we find ourselves in the heat of the summer. The first half have of this year’s Trail
had to deal with some tough weather. The Shawnee Muskie Hunters Spring Fling had to be delayed the first
day and Sunday was cancelled due to thunder storms and heavy rain. The IMTT tournament at McMaster had
to be called an hour early do to lightning. Here we are in July and can’t find a cool spot to sit in the shade.
Mother Nature has turned up the heat in the Midwest and the water is just too warm to safely catch and
release Muskies.
Now is the time for those great trips to the North Woods. Although there has been a lot of rain as far
north as Minnesota, the waters are still a lot cooler than here. The Muskies should be ready for some great
fights over the next few months. I know many of you have the yearly trip up north planned and are counting
the days until you hit the road. I would like to ask each of you to have a safe and enjoyable trip.
Remember there are special rules in other states that must be followed when fishing their waters. Please
do your part to help protect the waters at each lake you visit. Take lots of pictures and share them with the
group.
The first half of the Trail has been a great success. We have had great participation at all the IMTT
events. Also the club tournaments have had some of the best participation in years. Thank you to everyone
that helps make these tournaments a great success. With your participation the IMTT, Shawnee Muskie
Hunters, Quad County Hawg Hunters, and The Fox River Valley clubs have all been able to make substantial
contributions to the IDNR and other programs that benefit the Fishery in Illinois. As we have talked about in
the past, it is all in the numbers. The more participation we have, the more money we have to donate to these
great programs.
I would like to mention that we are falling behind on two of our programs. We have fallen way behind in
the raffle sales for the IMTT/Glenwood Lodge Scholarship. We have only sold a handful of raffle tickets for the
IMTT scholarship. And to date I have not received any entries in to the IMTT Youth Muskie Trail. I would like
to remind each of you to consider purchasing tickets for the chance to win a one week stay at Glenwood
Lodge on beautiful Lake Vermillion Minnesota in 2018. Also I want to remind all the youth (parents) to send in
their Muskie photos to me to have a plaque made up and a chance to win some nice prizes at the end of the
year.
Enjoy your summer and I hope to see everyone at the fall tournaments. There is a great race on for the
Angler of the Year. It should be an exciting race to the Championship.
Be safe and we’ll see you on the water in the fall.
- IMTT President Howard Chambliss

IMTT SPRING CLASSIC at LAKE KINKAID
66 entrants kicked off the 2017 IMTT season with the Spring Classic tournament at Lake Kinkaid on March
18th & 19th. A total of fifteen Muskies over the 30" minimum were registered. Seven were caught on Saturday
and another eight on Sunday. Fish were caught both casting & trolling using a wide variety of baits in the
shallows, in the coves as well as in 30 plus feet of water.
In First Place with three Muskies totaling 115.75 points was the father & son team of Randy Hilger (36.75") of
Lake St. Louis MO and Kyle Hilger (38.5" & 40.5") of Hannibal MO.
In Second Place with two Muskies totaling 80 points was Mike Powers (39.5" & 40.5") and Ryan Gottschalk of
Ingleside IL.
In Third Place with two Muskies totaling 75.75 points was Joel Reirich (38.75" & 37") of Poplar Grove IL and
Brian Haberkamp of Kingston WI.
In Fourth Place with two Muskies totaling 68.5 points was Anthony Fazio (35.25" & 33.25") of Westmont IL
and Mike Bolt of LaGrange Park IL.
Other anglers recording fish were:
Phil Gutmann (41.5") Big Fish of the tournament, Byron Gaddy (38.5"), Marc DiMatteo (35.5"),
Mike Gordon (34"), Duane Landmeier (30.5"), Erica Peterson (30")
At every two day event the IMTT conducts a food drive to help support local food pantries. At the Spring
Classic tournament, entrants donated 1330 non-perishable food items.
THANK YOU to everyone who donated!

(MORE TOURNAMENT PHOTOS ON LAST PAGE)

IMTT JAKE WOLF MEMORIAL TOURNAMENT
SPRING LAKE NORTH
The second event on the 2017 Trail was the IMTT Jake Wolf Memorial Tournament on Spring Lake North south
of Pekin IL. Spring Lake North is the brood stock lake for Muskies in Illinois due to its proximity to the Jake
Wolf Memorial Hatchery near Manito IL. A total of fourteen Muskies over the 30" minimum were registered
by the 43 entrants using a wide variety of baits over the two day event. A total of 9 Muskies were registered
on Saturday and another 5 on Sunday. Many teams reported catching Muskies under the 30" minimum to
qualify for points.
In First Place with four Muskies totaling 148.25 points was the team of Kenn Blair (40", 35.75", 31.75") of
Belvidere IL and Rob Hawbaker (40.75") of Germantown Hills IL.
In Second Place with two Muskies totaling 72.5 points was the team of Adam Vahl (37") of Westmont IL and
Anthony Fazio (35.5") of Westmont IL.
In Third Place with two Muskies totaling 68 points was the team of David Brown (34.5") of Morton IL and Darin
Joos (33.5") of Urbana IL.
In Fourth Place with one Muskie and 39.25 points was the team of Ron Haynes (39.25") of Wheaton IL and Phil
Gutmann of Lake In The Hills IL
Rob Hawbaker's 40.75" Muskie was the Big Fish of the tournament.
Other anglers recording fish were:
Marc DiMatteo (38.5"), Ryan Gottschalk (38"), Jakub Brewer (37.75"), Jay Scarbrough (37.5"), Tanner Boyle
(34.5")
At every two day event the IMTT conducts a food drive to help support local food pantries. At the Jake Wolf
Memorial tournament, entrants donated nearly 1200 non-perishable food items.
THANK YOU to everyone who donated. THANK YOU to the MidWest Food Bank for helping those in need.

(MORE TOURNAMENT PHOTOS ON LAST PAGE)

Shawnee Muskie Hunters’ Spring Fling
Severe weather shortened the 2017 Shawnee Muskie Hunters’ annual Spring Fling tournament the weekend
of April 29th & 30th on Lake Kinkaid. Lightning and dangerous conditions delayed the start of the tournament
by several hours on Saturday morning leaving approximately 7 hours in the day to record a Muskie over 30”.
Weather conditions led tournament officials to ‘call’ the tournament with no hours fished on Sunday. Despite
the shortened fishing time there were 4 Muskies registered.
Taking First Place was the team of Dan (45”) and Renee’ Johnson of Edwardsville IL.
In Second Place was the team of Eddie Fitzgerald (43”) of Carrier Mills IL and Brian Paasch of O’Fallon MO.
Third Place went to the team of Larry Owens (39”) of Evansville IN and Dane Garrett.
In Fourth Place was the team of Paul Linak (38.5”) of Elkhorn WI and Jay Scarbrough of Spring Grove IL.

The Shawnee Muskie Hunters Chapter of Muskies, Inc. is pleased to
sponsor the Fourth Annual Illinois High School Muskie Tournament
No entry fees
Open opportunity to any High School in Illinois to participate in a local Muskie fishing event
Held on Prairie Lake (Site M) in Jim Edgar Panther Creek State Fish and Wildlife Area located in Cass County 8
miles north of Ashland and 40 miles northwest of Springfield
190 acre lake is one of the top Muskie lakes in Central Illinois.
Loaner nets and bump boards provided
10 HP limit. Larger motors can be run but must maintain “no wake” speeds
Participation does not influence IHSA bass program eligibility
TOURNAMENT DATE: Saturday, October 14, 2017, 7:00 AM to 2:00 PM
TOURNAMENT LOCATION: Prairie Lake main boat launch area
REGISTRATION DEADLINE: Friday, October 6, 2017 (Registration form available on our website)
CONTACT INFORMATION: Jim Beaty, President Shawnee Muskie Hunters (618) 971-7806, E-Mail:
jbeaty@certapro.com. Additional Information and Registration Forms: http://www.shawneemuskiehunters.org
TOURNAMENT STRUCTURE AND RULES:
1 or 2 participating teams per school. Participants must currently be in grades 9-12. Each team will be
comprised of one or two students and one adult. Student teams will provide their own boats and make sure
that they are safe to be on the water. An adult must operate the boat and is not allowed to fish. All persons in
the boat must wear a Coast Guard approved life jacket the entire time they are on the water. Protective eye
wear is mandated for all participants in the boat, including the driver. All boats must go through a safety check
prior to the start of the tournament. (See our website for the boat safety check list.) All fish are to be
measured, photographed and released. The team with the most Muskie in total inches will be the winner. If no
muskies are caught, the largest bass will qualify as the winning fish. Fishing only allowed by casting with
artificial bait. All participants agree to behave appropriately, respectfully, and comply with all ILDNR rules. All
students and their families assume all legal and financial responsibilities for their participation. The winning
high school team will be given a trophy for their school. Individual trophies for 1st, 2nd & 3rd place teams.

For more information on or to join the Shawnee Muskie Hunters chapter please
visit:www.shawneemuskiehunters.org

Fox River Valley Chapter Challunge on the Chain
On May 20th the Fox River Valley of Muskies Inc held its annual Challunge on the Chain. The one day event
drew anglers to Stietz’s Resort looking for a Fox Chain Muskie (or two…). At the end of the day a total of 10
fish were caught despite less than ideal weather conditions. Most fish were caught trolling.
In First Place was the team of Brian & Nichole Hoaglin with two fish measuring 37” & 37.5”
In Second Place was the team of Scott Urquahart and John Trent with a 45” fish.
In Third Place was the team of Hugh Flack and Mike Mark with a 43” fish.
In Fourth Place was the team of Brian Haberkamp and Mike Gambara with a 38.25” fish
Other teams with fish were:
Ken Miller & Dan Koniewicz……………...37.5”
Bob Dourlain & Jerry Chwierut……….…37”
Rich Danidiuk & Roger Tryczynski……..35.75”
Nick Cammaratta & Tim Wallies……….35.25”
Robert Unzicker & Don Unzicker……...31.5”

For more information on or to join the Fox River Valley Chapter please visit: www.frvmuskie.com

MUSKIE CREEL SURVEY REPORT CARDS
aka GREEN CARDS
The IMTT, IMA (Illini Muskies Alliance) and IDNR (Illinois Department of Natural Resources) requests all
Muskies caught in Illinois be recorded on a paper Muskie Creel Survey Report Card (GREEN CARD) or online at:
http://www.ifishillinois.org/science/muskie_survey.php
The statewide Muskie Creel Survey Project, jointly sponsored by the Illini Muskies Alliance (IMA) and the
Illinois Department of Natural Resources (IDNR), was initiated in April of 1987. Funds for the project were
primarily provided by the IMA. The project was modeled after the very successful voluntary creel survey which
Mike Sule former District Fisheries Manager introduced.

CLASSIFIEDS
To list your “For Sale” items in the IMTT newsletter
Contact Bob Taylor at imtt2014@gmail.com or at 309-262-9720.
All listings are free of charge and subject to IMTT approval.
Sellers are responsible for contents of ads.

IMTT GREGG TICHACEK MEMORIAL TOURNAMENT
LAKE McMASTER
On Saturday June 3rd, 36 Muskie enthusiasts from Missouri, Wisconsin, Indiana and Illinois converged on Lake
McMaster in the SnakeDen Hollow SFWA near Victoria IL for the annual IMTT Gregg Tichacek Memorial
Tournament. With light winds and bluebird skies, there were many sightings of Muskies in the gin clear water
of the 168 acre lake. At the end of the day there were three Muskies registered over the 30" minimum length.
In First Place was Jared Goyke (43.75") of Schaumburg IL & Marc DiMatteo also of Schaumburg IL.
Second Place went to Taylor Parkhurst (40.25") of Dunlap IL & Jared Gibbs of Chillicothe IL.
Third Place went to the father/son team of Garry C Handlin (40") of Rosedale IN & Garry W. Handlin of Brazil
IN.

(The tournament was called at 3:25pm due to lightning.)

CLASSIFIEDS
To list your “For Sale” items in the
IMTT newsletter
Contact Bob Taylor
imtt2014@gmail.com or
309-262-9720.
All listings are free of charge and
subject to IMTT approval.
Sellers are responsible for contents of
ads.
(MORE TOURNAMENT PHOTOS ON LAST PAGE)

TOP 10 TRAIL STANDINGS AFTER SPRING SESSION
1. KENN BLAIR……………171.5 POINTS

2. ANTHONY FAZIO…….…155 POINTS

3. KYLE HILGER……………..124 POINTS

3t.MARC DIMATTEO……...124 POINTS

5. MIKE POWERS…………..121 POINTS

6. PAUL LINAK……….……111.5 POINTS

7. JAY SCARBROUGH….109.5 POINTS

8. ROB HAWBAKER…..104.75 POINTS

9. PHIL GUTMANN……..103.5 POINTS

10. RON HAYNES………..101.25 POINTS

2017 FALL SCHEDULE
SEPTEMBER 9th IMTT MIKE SULE MEMORIAL TOURNAMENT on FOX CHAIN of LAKES
Contact John Kliczko at 630-981-4344 or metromusky@aol.com for details.

September 23rd Quad County Hawg Hunters tournament on Lake Evergreen.
Contact Duane Landmeier (815)761-5182 or dlandmeier@frontier.com for details

SEPTEMBER 30TH & OCTOBER 1st IMTT FALL CLASSIC on PRAIRIE LAKE
Contact Bob Taylor (309)262-9720 or imtt2014@gmail.com for details.

October 21ST & 22nd Shawnee Muskie Hunters’ Fall Brawl on Lake Kinkaid
Contact John Wright (618) 698-4893 or Ray Wheelock (618) 234-7192 for details

OCTOBER 28TH & 29TH IMTT STATE CHAMPIONSHIP on PRAIRIE LAKE
Contact Howard Chambliss (618) 214-5918 for details

IMTT RULES
It is the responsibility of IMTT tournament participants to know the rules for
competing in any IMTT event. For a complete list of IMTT Rules visit:
http://www.illmuskie.com/trail-schedule

2017 IMTT SPONSORS
The IMTT would like to extend our sincere appreciation to the IMTT’s generous sponsors, without whom our
season would not be possible. We invite all members to support these community-minded organizations by
showing our continued support to those who support us.

2017 SPRING CLASSIC
(ADDITIONAL PHOTOS)

2017 JAKE WOLF MEMORIAL
(ADDITIONAL PHOTOS)

2017 GREGG TICHACEK MEMORIAL
(ADDITIONAL PHOTOS)

Top Illinois 50”+ Muskie Lakes
The following list contains the Illinois lakes that have reported 50” or larger muskies. The captures have been confirmed
by witnesses, registration in the Illinois Voluntary Muskie Creel Survey, registration in the Muskies Inc, Members Only
Fish Contest or verification by independent Illinois Muskie Club fish contests. This list contains a total of 59 fish from 13
lakes and 3 unspecified bodies of water. However, many other muskies near 50” or larger, have been reported, but can’t
be confirmed.
Carlton
Micah Tameling-50.5
This Winnebago Co., 76.7 acre lake was built in 1969 with a maximum depth of 27 feet and an average depth of 12 feet.
Lake Carlton possesses high water clarity with visibility occasionally extending down 15 feet. The lake has numerous bays,
points, and extremely shallow flats of submerged vegetation and water lotus beds. A survey concluded that Carlton
receives 606 man hours per acre of fishing pressure. Lake Carlton, although only 77 acres, has been one of the top muskie
producing lakes, for almost every year up until 1987. The lake has steep shorelines, timber, vegetation, rip-rap along the
dam and camping. There is a 10 H.P. limit at Carlton. The lake has had a consistent stocking effort of about one fingerling
per year, beginning in 1987. Carlton has received fingerlings from Indiana, Iowa, Missouri, Minnesota and Wisconsin. This
lake is an example of a fast action lake, however because of its small size and pinfish forage base, few fish reach their
ultimate length potential and are relatively skinny.

Carroll
Scott Blair -51
This 636 acre Winnebago Co. lake is a private. You must be a home owner or guest to fish there. There is a 48” minimum
size limit. Not much is known about this lake although the fishing club has stocked tiger and pure muskie in the past.
Carroll has a 50 feet max depth, 20 species of fish including gizzard shad, and gas motors are allowed. A 51” tiger muskie
was reported in 2006 and a 51” pure was captured in a fyke net in 2008.

Evergreen
Chip Indoe-50.5

Ryan Lang-50

This 900 acre lake is in McLean County. Spring trap net surveys in 2010 produced 109 muskies. The heaviest muskie
collected in 2010 was a female that was 47.2 inches long and weighed 40.2 pounds. The IDNR also collected a 37 pound,
51” fish in 2010. Muskie have now been in Evergreen Lake long enough to allow them to reach a large size. The muskie
population in this lake is developing nicely and starting to show its true potential. Muskies were collected over the
current state record during spring netting surveys in 2006, 2007 and 2010. The McLean Co. Parks and Recreation
Department has worked with local anglers to erect a barrier below the spillway to lower the escapement potential of
muskie downstream. When needed, muskie are collected below the lake and returned to the lake. In 2007, approximately
225 muskies were collected and put back in the lake. In an average year, there may be 30 to 40 muskie returned to the
lake. However, heavy fall rains completely destroyed the barrier in 2009. Evergreen Lake has two boat ramps, a 48”
minimum size limit and has a 10-horsepower limit on all boats. In order to launch a boat on Evergreen Lake, a sticker
must be purchased. The stickers can be purchased at the boat ramps, Comlara Park Visitor Center, or by calling (309) 7262022. Evergreen has received muskie fingerlings from Iowa, Indiana, Minnesota, Wisconsin and, Missouri, including
overwintered (larger fingerlings) and Leech Lake strain fish (MDS) since 1990.

Fox Chain

Leon Boyer-50.5
Lance Zimmerman-50.5
Scott Bjorson-50.5

Steve Hulyk-50.5
Sal Tardi-50
Tim Molloy-51

Tim Wallies-51
Ryan Stochl-50.75

110 acres-The Fox Chain O’ Lakes has been stocked with muskie since 1982 and has developed into a
consistent and outstanding pure muskie fishery. Since the mid to late 1990’s spotted, Leech lake strain (MDS)
muskies have been stocked through donations from the SOB and FRV Chapters of Muskies, Inc. The IDNR
collected a 51.25” muskie fish that appeared to be a spotted muskie in spring 2010. This suggests fish survive
but unfortunately we haven’t collected spotted muskie in proportion to their stocking numbers, but survival
and success is occurring with this program, with 12 fish of 50” or greater (all Leech Lake strain-MDS) reported
in 2009. Catch rates have exceeded management objectives established by the Esocid Task Group for several
years. The objective is 0.3 fish per trap net night. Catches have hovered around 2.3 muskie per trap net night
overall with catch rates up to 2.6 fish per trap net night at peak catches. The average Fox Chain muskie is
about 36” long (from survey data) with males averaging 32.4” long and 9.6 lbs. and females averaging 39.3”
long and 16.7 lbs. Tagged fish have been reported from all lakes in the Chain and in the Fox River as far south
as Yorkville and north into Wisconsin. The longest, a floy tagged fish swam at large before being recaptured 8
years later. Most fish grow approximately 2 inches per year until they reach 36” to 38”, then male growth
rates slow dramatically and females continue to grow at just under 2” per year. A cleithra collected from a 47”
dead muskie (in 2006) was estimated at 12 years old. Generally speaking, male muskie in the Chain only
occasionally exceed 40 inches but females easily grow beyond 40 inches and make up almost all fish over 42”.
There is a minimum size limit of 48” on the Fox Chain from the Wisconsin line south to the Algonquin
Dam. Since fall 2006 our stocking protocol has been to stock 3000 fingerlings per year. We will continue this
protocol until catch rates during spring sampling increase from pre-2006 numbers and an increase in
abundance is detected. Three thousand fingerlings per year equates to a stock rate of just approximately 0.4
fish per acre. Prior to 2006 the stocking goal was 0.3 fish per acre every other year (or 2130 fingerlings every
other year); as you can see this was quite a jump in the number of fingerlings stocked. The change sets up a
more predictable stocking time-table and allows for adjustments based on the quantity of fish donated verses
anticipating donations that may never materialize. If growth rates slow due to density dependent factors
stocking rates will be adjusted downward. Trend data could take 5 to 7 years to evaluate since fish become
vulnerable to our sampling gear after 3 or 4 years of age. The largest fish collected by IDNR staff was 51.25”
long and the heaviest weighed 36 lbs. Gizzard shad were first detected in fall 2007 and have since moved
throughout the system and had several spawns. Their presence should increase growth rates and sizes of all
predators so things may get exciting around here the next few years! Through 2011 catch rates have remained
relatively constant at around 2 fish per net night of targeted effort. In 2016, once again, the Fox Chain led all
Illinois bodies of water (30%) in muskies captured (30” or larger), as reported in the Muskies, Inc. Members
Only Fishing Contest. The Fox Chain has received muskie fingerlings from Iowa, Indiana, Minnesota, Wisconsin
and, Missouri, including overwintered (larger fingerlings) and MDS (Leech Lake strain) fish since 1990.
Goose
Terry Livingston Sr.-50.25
Goose Lake subdivision in Grundy County-10 acres-Trolling motors only-private. You must be a home owner or guest to
fish there. Not much is known about this lake although the fishing club has stocked tiger and natural muskies in the past.

Independence Grove
John Weller-52

Luke Emde-50.5

Lake County Forest Preserve District-115-acres and a user fee is charged for non-county residents-catch and
release only. Not much is known about this lake although the County has decided against future muskie
stockings
Kinkaid
Mike Anders-50
Ray Simms-50.5

Mike Anders-50
Colby Simms-51

David B Ford-51
Barney Hughes II-50

This lake was built in 1972 and first stocked with muskie in 1985. Muskie habitat at Kinkaid is abundant with high water
clarity, good depth, and 82 shoreline miles of necks, bays, and points. Weed beds can be found in certain shoreline areas.
Large numbers of spotted suckers are available and preferred as forage. Growth rates and conditions are exceptional. A
spillway barrier net was installed in the fall of 1998 at this 2,750 acre lake. No muskies have been observed below the
spillway since the net was installed. In fact, the average muskie collected at Kinkaid has increased in size the last few
years. The largest documented muskie known from Kinkaid Lake was collected in an IDNR net in 2002. The female
measured 50 inches and weighed 34.7 pounds (she had already lost most of her eggs). After heavy 2011 spring rains the
Kinkaid Lake water level rose above the barrier for a few days. A total of 28 muskie were salvaged from below the
spillway in 2011 after these rain events. Two of these fish were caught by anglers in the lake within a couple of weeks
after the rescue date. Sampling efforts will continue to assess the effectiveness of the spillway barrier and the resultant
effect on the Lake’s muskie population. There are a tremendous number of muskie in the 30-40-inch range” at Kinkaid. A
muskie tagging study is being conducted at Kinkaid and a fish attractor project is underway. Anyone catching a tagged fish
should contact Shawn Hirst at (618) 687-4546 with the tag No. (DO NOT REMOVE THE TAG-If the number is covered with
algae simply scrap the algae away with your fingernail or a knife). Anyone providing a tag number will receive the history
of that particular fish. There is a minimum 48” size limit at this lake. Kinkaid has received muskie fingerlings from Iowa,
Minnesota, Pennsylvania and, Missouri, including overwintered (larger fingerlings)

McMaster
Ryan Lang-50.25
Todd Clanin-54

Brett Stevens-50.25
Michael J. Gomez-50

Mark Coons-50.5
Greg Davis-51.75

This 160 acre lake is located in the Snakeden Hollow State Fish and Wildlife Area in Knox Co. McMaster lake has 160 acres
and a maximum depth of 65 feet with extremely high water clarity which occasionally extends to 25 feet. Physical
characteristics include a central main basin with adjacent shallow gravel bars, abrupt drop-offs, numerous bays, points
and islands, a standing timber area, extensive shallow flats of submerged vegetation and cattail flats. The management
goal for muskies at this lake is to maintain a population density of 1 to 3 fish/acre that will produce a trophy fishery of
healthy fish. Spring trap net data for 2011, revealed an overall average catch rate of 1.26 muskie/net night, which is
slightly below the historic Lake McMaster catch rate of 1.40 muskie/net night. Data from pit tagged muskie that were
recaptured in the April, 2010 survey revealed that the average muskie (males & females combined) grew l.13 inches and
0.82 pounds/year. In general, female muskies have a faster rate of growth. There is a maximum 10 H. P. size limit on this
lake. This lake is also closed to fishing during waterfowl hunting season. (October-February) In 2017, a new slot limit went
into effect. Anglers may keep one fish per day between 36” and 42”, or one fish per day greater than 48”. McMaster has
received muskie fingerlings from Iowa, Minnesota and, Missouri, including overwintered (larger fingerlings) and MDS
(Leech Lake strain) fish donated by the Mississippi Valley Chapter of Muskies, Inc

Otter
George Ray Brown-51.5

Larry Harter-50

Located in Macoupin Co., this 765 acre lake is periodically stocked with threadfin shad to supplement the gizzard shad
forage base. The IDNR has also been stocking adult spotted suckers in an effort to establish a self-sustaining population to
supplement the sporadic shad reproduction. Data obtained from the 2011 spring netting evaluation revealed Muskie

numbers have steadied in comparison to the 2010 survey (29 Muskie), and came in moderately below the historical catch
rates. Twenty-two (22) fish were captured in March of 2011, which is a minor decrease compared to 2010. These
individuals measured 26.1" to 39.6", and weighed 4.5 lbs. to 15.6 lbs. in total weight. The length frequency shows the
following: 5 fish (23%) measured 24" to 30", 11 Muskie (50%) were 31" to 35", and 6 individuals (27%) ranged from 36" to
40" in total length. The 15 year mean for this annual sample (1996 - 2010) is 32.8 Muskie collected per year. The best
three sampling years were from 2000 - 2002 (avg. 60.1 fish per year) prior to the two 100 year flood events that occurred.
The 2011 survey would rank tied for 11th since these evaluations began. Anglers are very happy with the population in
place. These anglers are more content with catching muskie rather than hooking a trophy fish. The barrier net was reworked during the summer of 2011. This management tool should only aide in creating a solid Muskie fishery in this
impoundment. again, in discussing Muskie management with local anglers, and the Otter Lake Water Commission, this
fishery is steadily improving since the floods. Anglers have caught, and seen many year classes of muskie swimming in this
impoundment. As usual, anglers have noted the excellent condition of these fish. With more stable water levels over
time, this population should rebuild, and create improved fishing opportunities into the future. There is a 115 HP limit,
48” minimum size limit and a user fee at Otter. Otter has received muskie fingerlings from Indiana, Iowa, Minnesota and,
Wisconsin, including overwintered (larger fingerlings)

Shabbona
Anthony Hardin-50

Eric Peterson-50

This lake was built in 1974 and first opened to fishing in 1977. Prey species include gizzard shad. Two state record tiger
muskie were claimed from Shabbona Lake; the first in 1982 and the second in 1986. Two muskies estimated at over 49
pounds have been captured during IDNR surveys. A new barrier net was installed on July 9, 2008. However, after an 11
inch rain the nets collapsed. The nets were repaired and sub sequentially damaged again. Members of the Quad County
Hawg Hunters chapter of Muskies, Inc. and the Lake Shabbona Sportsmen’s Club periodically rescue muskies below the
spillway barrier on this 319 acre impoundment. A muskie salvage in the tailwaters after a new barrier net was installed in
2011 resulted in the collection of 51 muskie. In 2011, 6 trapnets resulted in the collection of 55 muskie greater than 29
inches. Thirty one of these muskie were greater than 36 inches and 9 were greater than 40 inches. Two of the muskie
were greater than 36.3 pounds. There is a 48” minimum size limit and a 10 HP limit on this lake. Shabbona has received
muskie fingerlings from Iowa, Indiana, Minnesota, Wisconsin and, Missouri, including Leech Lake strain (MDS) fish
donated by the Quad County Chapter of Muskies, Inc.

Shelbyville
Kelly Himes-51
Nick Nicro-51

Tom Ozee-51
Kelly Himes-53

Matt Carrmean-50.75
Kim Huckstead-52

Alan J. Foster-50.25

Don Williams-51

Lee Bartolini-51

Shelbyville-(eleven verified 50” or larger fish reported)-Shelby and Moultrie Cos. This lake had developed into an
outstanding muskie fishery, which produced the state record of 50.75”-38#-8 oz., below the dam in 2002. In 2007
however, an extended spawning season resulted in an extensive muskie kill below the spillway. Catch rates have been
drastically down since then. However, catch rates have improved somewhat. Without extensive sampling, it is difficult to
assess muskie numbers on Lake Shelbyville. Fishing for muskie was improved significantly in 2011 below the spillway and
somewhat on the lake. Six muskies were collected in the 2011 fall fish population survey by the IDNR crew with the
largest being 35”. Illinois Natural History Survey employees collected several muskie in subsequent surveys while
collecting fish for a diet study of muskie. Although collection rates were fair, muskie numbers likely remain good on the
lake and improved in the area below the dam. There is a minimum 48” size limit at this lake. Public boat launching
facilities are available, with a fee assessed on U.S. Army Corp of Engineers (217-774-3951) boat ramps, and free access on
state park or Corp gravel boat ramps. A new fish attractor project began in 2016. Shelbyville has a 48” minimum size limit
in the lake and below the dam. Shelbyville has received muskie fingerlings from Iowa, Indiana, Minnesota, Pennsylvania,
Wisconsin and, Missouri, including overwintered (larger fingerlings). Stockings since 2000.

Storey
Tim Clewell-51.5
John Campbell-50

Tim Clewell-52

Tim Clewell-50.5

Located in Knox Co., this 133 acre lake was first stocked with tigers in 1976, which resulted in a 20 pound 13 ounce state
record in 1982. Despite heavy annual fishing pressure, estimated at 300-600 man hours/acre for all species, Storey has
the potential to produce 30 pound muskies. A fall water level drawdown of 5’ to 6’ for the purpose of predator-prey
balance is an annual fish management practice. The management goal for muskie at Lake Storey is to maintain a
population density of 1 to 3 fish/acre that will produce a trophy fishery of healthy fish. Spring trap net data for 2010 at
Lake Storey revealed a favorable muskie catch rate of 1.29 fish/net night, but lower than the historic lake catch rate of
1.81 fish/net night. Very clear water at time of the survey could have had a negative effect on the current catch rate. The
average muskie in the 2011 survey was 34.4 inches and 9.91 pounds. Muskie anglers can expect a normal catch rate of 30
to 45 inch fish with a few trophy sizes up to over 50 inches. There is a 42” minimum size limit at Storey for both tiger and
pure muskie. Only trolling motors are allowed on this lake. Storey has received muskie fingerlings from Iowa, Minnesota
and, Missouri, including Leech Lake strain (MDS) fish donated by the Mississippi Valley Chapter of Muskies, Inc

Windsor
Steve Williams-50

This 10 acre, Winnebago Co. lake is operated by the Rockford Park District. Windsor lake rules include a no
motors allowed policy, catch and release only for muskie and a boating fee is charged. There is no stocking
report available.

Unspecified
Jeff Sacco-50

Travis Alcock-50.75-(NIFPD)

Jim Hack-54-Lake Co.

